what queer theory and intersectionality are all about. March 1 & 5 (6pm). More: QCanterbury. *
Starring Aurora Borealis. Dr. Sketchy's Anti-Art School presents a life drawing class like no other drinking, drawing and drag! March 7 (7:30pm). More: Sketchy. * And there is rugby, running,
swimming and yoga… Aha, and a high tea. More: www.chchpride.co.nz.
Qrowdfunding
# Last month’s results. * Artist designer John Mavroudis -of
Brentwood (CA)- succeeded raising $ 5k for his Harvey Milk:
Hope is never silent limited edition silk screen print made up of
the names of more than 150 people from LGBTQ history. More
about his art: www.zenpop.com.
* Raising almost $ 16k -twice the
original target of $ 8k- Jay Bell (&co) can start the production of
Something Like Summer a collection of comics about two boys in love
–after his award winning novel. Check www.gaywebcomics.com. *
Pur suit. NYC student Alin Dragomir is looking for $ 13k for her reimagining of Catherine Opie’s Dyke
Deck. But with only three weeks to go it is not looking good. Thus far nobody is backing her. Check
her call: Indiegogo. * And London based queer art gallery
Mimosa House didn’t succeed in raising the £ 6k for Sunday
Fantasy, a new erotic film from a female and queered
perspective by filmmaker Amy Gwatkin and artist Zoe
Williams. It was scheduled to be part of an exhibition in May
(let’s wait and see: more in GLIMP! X # 5). # New Calls. *
Photography after Stonewall celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the uprising is a show scheduled to take place
in June at Soho Photo Gallery in NYC. It will show works by
two dozen photographers. The gallery would like to extend
the print run of the accompanying book that will includes
some essays on the photographic legacy of Stonewall and its
influence on creative photography. One of the contributors
is John Paul Evans –
see
also
Pride
Photo-. They’re trying to raise $ 8,5. And with only a week or
so left take a quick look at Indiegogo. (pic: Gay Liberation
Monument NYC. Photograph Robert Kalman). * Young Dutch
photographer Ruben van Schalm has been travelling the
world in search of paradise. Taking pictures in Greece,
Holland, Israel and beyond. We’ve written about his The
Barbadian project in GLIMP! (VII # 8) before. He is now
compiling Paradise a volume of these photographs. For this
large format photobook, due in December, he is looking for
€ 10k. Check his Kickstarter. * Paul Mpagi Sepuya -See also
News-US- joined the artists supporting the Fire Island Artist
Residency (the first in the US for LGBTQ artists) by donating
a work of art –again- to be sold in support of the residency.

